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Welcome to Combrew
Instow Arms

With summer nearly upon us when better to enjoy a
break at Combrew – a haven far from the cares of
everyday life and a perfect retreat away from the
uncertainties of today’s world. Relaxing and peaceful but
with every modern amenity, including our wonderful
indoor pool and spa and many other quality leisure
facilities for all ages, you can enjoy as relaxing or
energetic a break as your heart desires. Our central
location with beautiful sandy beaches, pubs &
restaurants and many leisure activities just minutes
away means that you truly will be spoilt for choice during
your stay at Combrew. Do visit our website now and
book one of just a handful of dates available over the
summer – and remember too it’s never too early to book
in advance whether for the autumn, the festive season or
indeed for 2018 where many weeks are already booked,
you are most welcome to book at any time to ensure
that your chosen dates are available. Please feel free to
call at any time to discuss your holiday plans – including
evenings and at weekends – we always like to be as
helpful as possible to ensure that you make the best
choice for your own individual requirements.

All Year Round
Having wonderful, warm, high quality and well equipped
cottages coupled with our virtually unique and extensive
range of all weather leisure facilities ensures that
Combrew truly is an all year round destination. From our
amazing acclaimed indoor pool and spa, heated to a
warming 36c, steam sauna, well equipped gym, games
room, indoor badminton court, tennis court, adventure
play area, together with our impressive selection of
nearly new mountain bikes to ride the famous nearby
Tarka Trail, there is something for everyone to enjoy
during their holiday. Occasionally even in summer there
is an odd wet day – this is never a problem when
enjoying a Combrew holiday as there is plenty to enjoy
whatever the weather and the complimentary Wi-Fi
keeps you in touch – if necessary – with the outside
world.

Just a few minutes from Combrew
the nearby Instow Arms on Instow
seafront is an ever popular choice
with many of our regulars. The
spectacular setting, overlooking
the beach, offers the perfect
backdrop to what will surely be a
memorable experience. From
wonderful food, lovingly prepared
wherever possible using fresh local
produce, to their extensive drinks
menu coupled with friendly
attentive service means that a
visit to the Instow Arms should
definitely be on the menu during
your next holiday at Combrew.
Open all day serving everything
from breakfast, morning coffee,
lunch, afternoon tea and of course
evening dinner for which
reservations are highly
recommended, especially at
weekends. Being popular with
locals and visitors alike and with a
view to die for it certainly is
advisable to book in advance to
secure your table. Call 01271
860608 or visit the website
www.instowarms.com.

Stop Press
Rose Barn, our wonderful 7
bedroom property is unexpectedly
available for this coming New Year
week. Offering total luxury for the
discerning to enjoy a very special
New Year with everything you
would expect coupled with our
many leisure facilities which
naturally are all fully open over
the festive season. Please do get
in touch soon to avoid
disappointment – because as the
saying goes when it’s gone it’s
gone!

Special Offers
If your holiday dates are somewhat flexible please do
check out the regularly updated ‘ Special Offers ‘ section
on our website and take full advantage of rates not
available at any other time. Included are last minute
specials and part weeks further in advance – take a look
now and book your break soon – relax, unwind and
enjoy the many comforts of a Combrew holiday.

Tripadvisor Review
When deciding whether to visit Combrew for the first time why not link through above to our
many independent reviews on TripAdvisor and get a feel of what our guests are saying.
Recent reviews:
“Fab-u-lous week ”
We stayed in Rose Barn for a week with our extended family and had a great time. We were spoilt because we
had all of the facilities (indoor pool, gym & games room) to enjoy. The pool was so warm that it was like being in
the bath. Loved the fact that the 12 of us could all sit round the huge table in Rose Cottage but because we had
both cottages we had an adult lounge and a gaming one! The added bonus was the beautiful weather and close
proximity to the Tarka Trail. Richard B., Exmouth The Roundhouse - Left on Apr 12, 2017 for a stay in Apr 2017.
“An amazing family holiday destination”
Sue and John were unbelievable hosts. The cottages were spotlessly clean and really well equipped for everything
we needed. We had bad weather so the children really loved the swimming pool and games room and therefore so
did the parents! They gave us the name of a local private caterer who cooked for us both nights and they were
simply brilliant. A very happy weekend enjoyed by all and we would definitely go again. Suzy H., Amersham Barn
Owl Cottage - Left on Jun 5, 2017 for a stay in May 2017.
"fabulous place to stay in a beautiful part of the country"
Our 2nd time at Combrew Farm, took more family this time - ranging from toddler to grandparents. I cant speak
highly enough of this place, the accommodation is beautifully kept, spacious, with everything you need for a break
in the UK. The swimming pool is a huge plus point, good play area for the kids, with some friendly farm animal
spectators! the surrounding area is great, so close to lots of beaches, restaurants, and the Tarka Trail. Sue, John
and family are fabulous hosts. Will definitely return! Rose S., Leicestershire. Left on Jun 6, 2017 for a stay in May
2017.

Check out our mobile site at
www.northdevonholidays.mobi
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